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memargon

1

is a portmanteau and blended from
'memory’ and ‘hexagon’

1

1

1

the inner courtyard is
designated to nature. in the
park and garden residents
are welcome to enjoy being
in nature or help gardening
to keep themselves active.

investor deck
future real-estate

memargon aims to revolutionise

1

2

Immersive walls that alter themselves to
the need of the user to feel save.

Guest rooms with virtual walls to create
a safe place for residents

healthcare, prevent dementia by using vr
gaming technologies and elevate the life

1
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vision

quality of those who are sick, through
individual consideration and care.

2

''The building is designed to alter itself to the comfort of the user, instead of the
user changing their behavior to the building''

/01

/02 the problem*

*in 2050

152 million

25 percent

people will suffer
from dementia

people are socially isolated,
implying a 50% increased
risk of dementia

estimated healthcare cost
make dementia the
most expensive disease

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020)

(Dr Wong, 2020)

(World Health Organization, 2020)

1.5 billion people aged 65 or older
(United Nations, 2019)
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1.1 trillion

target market /03
people suffering from dementia
live in the building while getting attention according to their individual
needs and by receiving training by neurotechnologically steered vr games to
enhance their memory

200

150

100

are invited to live in the building and actively train their memory by playing
specific vr games to stimulate brain growth

people aiming to assist dementia patients
co-live in the building and actively engage with dementia patients as this
betters the development of the disease

50

0
2018

2030

2050

the number of people in million
suffering from dementia triples by 2050
(World Health Organization, 2020)
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people prospected to suffer from dementia

therapy & prevention
1
Round building design for user
safety, to always let the user return
to the entrance

3

2
Clever lighting design to guide the
user in the right direction

AI powered window panels outside
each door to remind users for
important things and screen their
health

Use EEG sensors and develop serious vr games for dementia care to
stimulate brain growth and memory (Ning et al., 2020) (see
appendix neurotechnology)

care
facilities developed for the different stages of dementia aiming to
keep patients independent while catering their needs in an
empathic and customized building

2

living
3
1

living spaces for non dementia patients to stimulate intergenerational interaction resulting in a weaker disease development

''The building uses AI features to guide the user through the buildign and to assess the
condition of the user''
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the solution

/04

business
model

how do we generate profit?
renting out living facilities to both patients and people coliving with patients
caring about people suffering from dementia
providing preventive treatment
enhance patients life quality
contribute to a better tomorrow

who is paying the bills?
elevating people's life quality
and contributing to society and
the planet is considered a source
of profit similar to monetary
profit (French, 2016)

universal healthcare systems for people suffering from
dementia and prospected to suffer from it, as preventive
therapy is cheaper than the treatment
government by means of subsidies for patients and people
wanting to help and contribute to society
private persons who are co-living with patients and those
wanting more amenities
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/05

validation roadmap
/06

the validation roadmap is
designed for people suffering
from dementia or prospected
to suffer from it. normal
residents
interact
with
patients but do not necessarily
receive special treatments or
care.
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/07 sales & marketing strategy
experience
engagement
exclusivity
emotion
memargon uses its gain
creators and pain
reliefers to advertise
the benefits for
dementia patients.
hence, emotionally
communicating the
associated value
proposition.

memargon

dementia patient

team /08
organizational diagram to succes
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external expertise is needed to
enhance knowledge in medical issues
related to dementia, VR gaming and
real estate development. a partnership
with tech start-up BrainCo further
contributes to overall success.

founders who challenge
the status quo, think
innovatively and always
put the customer first.

/09

financials
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ONYX SOLAR - transparent solar panels
generating electricity to power the building

Water filtration systems help to ''upcycle''
80% of all water used. Reducing the need for
fresh water and reducing costs for utilities.

The building is consisting out of off-site prefabricated components. Decreasing the time
of construction and optimising efficiency.

/10
competition

Neurotechnology

Care

Cure

memargon uses neurotechnology to
prevent dementia and puts the patient
at the centre of attention in
healthcare.
It differentiates itself effectively from
the competition aiming to cure
dementia with either neurotechnology
or medication, or solely care about the
patients

Medication
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FF&E
15%

investments

Plot
10%

Soft
15%

5.71 million €
34.28 million €
8.57 million €
8.57 million €
57.14 million € *

* costs are calculated with an estimated construction cost of 259.733 € per
room which is the average cost of a modern dementia concept as well as 3/4star hotels (Nord Architects A/S, 2021; Fixr, 2021).

Hard
60%

the spread between Plot, hard, soft and FF&E costs is estimated using actual
numbers of two real estate advisories. the ff&e costs were estimated higher
as usual as only state-of-the-art technologies are implemented (CBRE, 2020;
Fixr, 2021)
.
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Plot:
Hard:
Soft:
FF&E:
total:

/11

Intuitive lighting and automatically
locking doors that guide residents in the
right direction and improves their
safety.

AI helps Memargon to
adapt to the needs
and comfort of the
user, instead of the
user adapting its
behaviour to the
building. Resulting in
increased lifequality,
independence and
safety for residents
with mental health
issues

investing in us
means investing in
an uplift in life
quality for people
suffering from
dementia or
prospected to suffer
from it.
it implies a better
future for us and
our children.
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AI Based ceiling retractable furniture. Facial recognition analyses the current
need and behaviour of the resident to provide the best possible solution.

Appendix | conclusion

appendix | Neurotechnology - #1
Neurotechnology aims to study the brain, expand its abilities and treat illnesses by bringing together the human central nervous
system and machines via brain-computer interfaces (BCI) (Martín, 2019). Frequently, it is dismissed as science-fiction but gained more
and more attention due to its achievements (ibid). Neurotechnology enables possibilities to enhance the abilities of the nervous
system. There are noninvasive alternatives to the surgical enrichment of the brain. The most widely spread noninvasive
alternative is electroencephalography (EEG). This technology relies on sensors placed on the scalp to register brain waves created
by nervous impulses in the brain (ibid).
A study conducted by the MIT Media Lab in Cambridge, Massachusetts USA, tested wearable EEG and its ability to monitor and
redirect a human’s attention in real time (Kosmyna et al., 2018). Specifically, they proofed the feasibility to nudge a person to
become attentive again by using real time subtle, haptic or audio feedback. Hence, the participants attention and performance
increased significantly by using neurofeedback which is a specific form of biofeedback (ibid).
Neurofeedback is based on measuring brain waves, while using feedback to reward desirable brain waves and inhibit undesirable
ones (Sitaram et al., 2017). Over time, the brain is trained to focus on the production of the rewarded brain waves (ibid).
A study conducted by Vincent Monastra, PhD from Binghamton University and his team, used this principle to proof the increase in
attention among children with ADHD through neurofeedback (Monastra, 2005). The study revealed that children who are no
longer medicated but received neurofeedback had learned being attentive just as children without ADHD (ibid).

appendix | Neurotechnology - #2

BrainCo is a startup founded in 2015 and incubated at the Harvard Innovation Lab (BrainCo Inc., 2020). The company leverages
its R&D expertise in artificial intelligence to cultivate cognitive training technology. Their aim is to develop cutting-edge EEG
science, engineering, and algorithm development to solve real-world challenges (ibid). Further, the startup is responsible for
the development of EEG diadems and the respective video game ‘FutureOasis’ to improve concentration among children with a
concentration deficit (Martín, 2020). This proofs that principles of the gaming industry can be used to actually treat patients
and simultaneously revolutionizes the way we perceive healthcare nowadays.
Even though EEG sensors were developed and research for medical reasons, the technology proofed its potential in the gaming
industry (Martín, 2020). In the video game ‘World of Warcraft’ one is able to mentally control an avatar using a BCI. Awakening,
which is a video game developed by Neurable eliminated all physical controllable. The player is forced to focus his attention to
levitate objects in the game. However, Adam Molnar, founder of Neurable, sees his invention not so much as a game but rather
as application to understand the powerful possibilities provided by BCI technology (ibid).

appendix | Finance
Assumptions Occupancy

- Treatment occupancy starts at 60% in year 1 and is expected to grow 10% each year
- Therapy occupancy starts at 50% in year 1 and is expected to grow 12% each year
- Regular Resident occupancy starts at 60% in year 1 and is expected to grow 8% each year

Remaining

- Prices of treatment and therapy have been benchmarked with other therapies and treatments in similar stages
- Payroll costs have been calculated based and benchmarked on the average need and costs of care of a patient
(CCW, 2021)
(waternet, 2021)
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